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1 Abstract

A robot’s software ecosystem often comprises a set of heterogeneous software components, acquiring, exchanging, fusioning, and deriving data to trigger a desired behaviour, state, or action of the robot. Due to the nature of component based development [1] [2], and component interaction respectively, an essential, and often crucial part of robotic system development is frequent integration testing. While unit tests already provide an established way of checking modelled constraints on single components, tests including complete component based (sub-)systems have not been widely studied in robotics so far. We have identified the following problem statements with respect to component based system testing so far.

1. Not all components are necessarily implemented in the same programming language, for the same operating system, or make use of exotic language bindings. Hence, the setup or bootstrapping of a sufficient test environment with an applicable configuration is often complex.

2. Previous work on component based integration testing has mainly focused on: data flow testing [3], mutation testing [4], graph-based testing [5], or has been conducted in a homogeneous programming environment [6]. Thus, previous work on integration testing has mainly focused on the very “insides” of testing a system.

3. Most of these tests are conducted manually, information about the procedure, e.g., timing, sequence (orchestration), relations, and configuration are transparent to the developer.

4. No semantic model or knowledge is explicitly given to reproduce tests.

Therefore, we propose an automated testing methodology, similar to what Bai et al. [7] have presented in the web service domain, which allows for automated, frequent and composable integration checks. In order to invoke automated and frequent testing, we propose the utilization of a Continuous Integration Server [8], capable of invoking well defined integration tests. Additionally, we introduce a state machine based approach to orchestrate: a) environment setup, b) system bootstrapping, c) system tests, and d) result assessment. Last but not
least, semantic knowledge about automated system tests will be compiled into an “integration test ontology”. The following user-story describes the scope and purpose of our approach, which is still work in progress:

“**A group of researchers develops a robotic system in a locally distributed project. The group has chosen an agile process model, allowing quick changes and adaptive planning. Diverse system components are implemented independently. Besides local instances, the testing and distribution is carried out automatically by an Continuous Integration (CI) server, accessible to all subjects of the team. For each commit, all components are individually checked via static code analysis, model checking, and unit tests. After all individual tests have been successfully performed, an integration test is automatically launched starting several subsystems, based on the artifacts previously produced by individual tests, within a predefined a environment, configuration, and constraints. The derived results of individual, and also integration tests (multiple configurations), are available to all members of the team immediately.**”

Our contribution to the integration test scenario described above will be based on a purposefully limited integration test ontology, which can be translated into an executable State Chart XML (SCXML) notation [9] [10], based on Harel statecharts, via Domain Specific Language (DSL). Pertaining to the integration tests mentioned above, developers are able to formalize integration tests using a DSL — based on a given test ontology — and provide it alongside with their regular code. During checkout, the DSL is translated into SCXML and executed by the CI server, invoking the system test. A trivial integration test, for instance, is the successful start of the system given a specified configuration, environment, and constraints on in- and output for the required components. In the first iteration, our work focuses on the following three fundamental problem statements: 1) The orchestration of bootstrapping/starting a system is usual dependent on the environment (Listing 1.1) and on a sequence of several component statuses, e.g., ”component is successfully started if: a certain output/message is given, the process is alive, or a lock-file is present” (Listing 1.2). While these statuses, and especially their sequence, are implicitly detected by developers when starting the system manually, automated startup checks are rarely implemented natively. Due to the nature of a state machine, we implemented an initial environment setup state, exporting several environment variables used by components. Furthermore, we designed a startup state which invokes components and monitors their status, based on one (or more) of the three conditions mentioned above — continuously if required. After the startup state has been successful, the state machine switches into a testing, or logging state, followed by a result assessment state. 2) Parallelism: usually, when log or test results are to be assessed, it is convenient, and sometimes even required, to avoid huge offsets in relation to timestamps. Therefore, we also designed parallel states to allow simultaneous invocation of components or logging tools, for instance (Listing 1.3). 3) Formalism: to describe the fundamental requirements, specify test concepts, semantics, and relationships of these states and tests, we are currently investigating the basic requirements, e.g., for ”system starts without failure”.
Based on the findings, we will eventually compile a formal representation, in form of an ontology, to make the test domain knowledge explicit. Moreover, we find the notation in a XML-based (SCXML) manner comes with an unnecessary overhead, and is most likely prone to user-induced (syntax or logic) errors. Therefore, we will design a DSL that, on the one hand, allows for ease of use — concerning the design of an integration test, and on the other hand allows for validation against the given test ontology.

Listing 1.1. Environment Setup block
```xml
<data id="environment" xmlns="http://ci.cif.cit-ec.de/fsm-testing">
  <variable var="DISPLAY" val="/0.0"/>
  <variable var="PREFIX" val="/vol/cif/trunk"/>
  <variable var="PATH" val="$/PREFIX:/vol/cif/bin"/>
  <variable var="CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX" val="/vol/cif/bin"/>
  <variable var="PKG_CONFIG_PATH" val="/vol/cif/lib/pkgconfig"/>
  <variable var="MORSE_ROOT" val="/vol/cif/bin"/>
</data>
```

Listing 1.2. Component startup block
```xml
<component val="xsc2">
  <command val="xsc2 server $prefix/etc/xsc2/config.2.cfg"/>
  <path val="$/prefix/bin"/>
  <executionHost val="localhost"/>
  <checkExecution val="True">
    <checkType val="stdout" criteria="AUTOTX_TABLE" timeout="10"/>
    <checkType val="lockfile" criteria="x2server.lock" timeout="2"/>
    <checkType val="pid" criteria="" timeout="2"/>
  </checkExecution>
</component>
```

Listing 1.3. Parallel state block
```xml
<state id="MOCAP_Test">
  <parallel id="para">
    <state id="MOCAP_playback">
      <onentry>
        <log label="entering" expr="MOCAP_Test"/>
        <fmt:executeProgram expr="exec" value="mocap"/>
      </onentry>
      <onexit>
        <log label="exiting" expr="MOCAP_Test"/>
      </onexit>
    </state>
    <state id="ANGLES_Test">
      <onentry>
        <log label="entering" expr="ANGLES_Test"/>
        <fmt:executeProgram expr="exec" value="angles"/>
      </onentry>
      <onexit>
        <log label="exiting" expr="ANGLES_Test"/>
      </onexit>
    </state>
    <transition target="result_assessment"/>
  </parallel>
</state>
```
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